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7 .2 Best Practice 2021-22

1. TITLE -FACULTY EMPOWERMENT

Objectives of the Practice: To make faculty members technicallysound in emerging technological areas
and to inculcate good values in all.

The Context: Integrate teaching, research, and developing linkages with academia and industry.

The Practice: Faculty members are encouraged to attend the conferences/ symposiums/
workshops; certification courses offered by NPTEL/SWAYAM/AICTE-ATAL.

Evidence of Success: The institute organizes International ConferencesffDP in various disciplines, faculty
members get benefiffed

To organize FDP, institute received fund from VGST during the year

Problems Encountered and Resources Required:

There were initial problems in creating a robust FDP roll-out process, identifying FDP topic as per
Academic-lndustry need.

2. Title: PAPERPUBLICATIONS/PATENTS

Objectives of the Practice: Promoting motivation and encouragement among the students to publish their
final year project work in various journals/file patents.

The Context:

This practice enhanced the students writing skill and inculcate technology thrust to bring out and
publish their innovation into technical forum.

The best practices adopted in the institutions will definitely help the students to acquire honours, rewards
from the society.

The Practice: The institute has initiated mandatory plagiarism check for final year project to ensure quality
writing and originality.

Evidence of successl All the students project report has undergone plagiarism check before submission.

Problems Encountered and Resources Required: Since the institute has Turnitin software installed, no
problems encountered to carryout plagiarism check. There were initial challenges faced by students to
write quality report however the students understood the importance of originality check for paper
publication and filing patents.
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